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ABSTRACT
We present band structure results for elastic waves in periodic com-
posite materials consisting of a spiral scatterer shape embedded in a
uniform silicon matrix. The material of the scatterer is tungsten as a
high density material. The phononic band structure of two-dimen-
sional solid phononic crystal is studied numerically by finite element
method to obtain dispersion relations. We find full band gaps at
relatively low frequencies for a low filling ratio. Due to spatial
inhomogeneity, the unique structural characteristics of the spiral
structure lead to localized modes. Hence, the proposed model
geometry introduces a phononic crystal to cover a wide range of
stopbands starting from low frequencies. The results could give a
possibility to design effective filters for the low frequency range.
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1. Introduction

The study of wave propagation in periodic structures consisting of at least two different
materials has been a subject of intense research in physics. These periodic composites
known as phononic crystals (PCs) have been utilized by their property of generating
full band gaps, or frequency ranges where propagation of elastic or acoustic waves
through crystal is forbidden for any crystalline direction [1–5]. Phononic crystals are
generally defined by artificial materials or engineered materials, which are also known
as metamaterials [6, 7].
The material features, such as elastic constants, mass densities, shape, size and/or spa-

tial arrangement of the scatterers strongly affect the wave propagation in the structure
[8]. Periodic arrangement of scatterers embedded in a host matrix with these properties
can give absolute band gaps. The band gaps can be tuned by changing the mentioned
features in the lattice [9–11]. However, tuning of a bandgap by changing the crystal and
material parameters is a difficult task in practice.
The existence of full band gaps has been extensively investigated both theoretically

and experimentally [12–14]. Phononic crystals with low-frequency band gaps may lead
to applications in sound isolation, as well as seismic wave shielding, low-frequency
waveguides and ultrasonics [15]. This type of phononic crystals may have the possibility
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of tailoring the dispersion properties and the frequency ranges of complete band gaps
of elastic waves for functional control of wave propagation. From a fundamental view-
point, low-frequency forbidden bands of elastic waves in 2D PCs are needed in the field
of Micro-electromechanical Systems (MEMS) [16].
In last few years, the possibility of phonon confinements in a set of spirally connected

phononic crystals are investigated numerically and experimentally [17–20]. In this work,
we focus on a solid–solid PC to investigate a broad bandgap at low frequencies. We
demonstrate the utility of a spiral-shaped phononic crystal.
Spirals are ubiquitous and found extensively in nature, ranging from the spiral

structure of galaxies to banded patterns in rocks to the earth, humans, animals, plants
and insects. Since nature is abundant in spirals, such as seashells, horns, and bones,
we suggest a new PC by modeling a spiral-shaped structure. The modal behavior was
utilized to understand the elastic wave propagation in a confined spiral configuration.
Spatial filtering of frequencies through the system was studied. In the following, we
proposed a two-dimensional square phononic crystal made of two materials, silicon
and tungsten. These materials create a strong contrast between both their mechanical
properties such as the elastic constants, as well as their densities, meaning that silicon
can be considered as the soft material while tungsten is the hard one. The contrast of
the material properties between the two structures is particularly important to band
gap generation.

2. Materials and method

Since the spiral pattern turns out to be omnipresent in our natural world, this led us
to present a different spiral model. The most popular spirals are the spiral of
Archimedes and the logarithmic spiral. The Archimedean spiral is a shape that paces
outward from a point called center as it revolves around the central point. On the
other hand, the logarithmic spiral is one of the simplest spirals for which the radius
grows exponentially with the angle and gains in speed as it moves away from its cen-
ter. Therefore, a new spiral pattern can be constructed in a different manner from the
combination of both Archimedean and logarithmic spirals. We can describe the new
spiral defined by a mathematical function with the following equation in polar coordi-
nates [21]:

r ¼ aþ bhð Þeih; (1)

where r is the distance from the origin, a and b are arbitrary constants that define the
initial radius of the spiral and the spiral growth rate. The angle h is the angle from the
x-axis. The spiral equation can be converted from polar to Cartesian coordinate system
by multiplying with f(h), where the function f(h) is cos(h) and sin(h) for x and y compo-
nents in the Cartesian coordinates, respectively.
The considered system in this study is 2D phononic crystal composed of spiral-

shaped Tungsten inclusions in silicon background arranged in a square lattice. The cal-
culation model of the studied system and its unit cell are shown in Figure 1.
In the absence of an external force, the equation of motion for inhomogenous solids

the wave equation is [22]:
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where ui is the i-th component of the displacement vector (i¼ 1, 2, 3) in the Cartesian
coordinate system (x1,x2,x3), kð~rÞ and lð~rÞ are the Lame coefficients, and qð~rÞ is the
density, and the subscript j refers to the medium . The Lame coefficients can be
expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse speed of sound and they are given
by Young’s modulus E.

Et ¼ qc2t ¼ l;
El ¼ qc2l ¼ kþ 2l;

(3)

Assuming the structure is homogeneous along the x3, the wave propagation is reduced
to two dimensions in (x1,x2) plane. Oscillations polarized in (x1,x2) planes are known as
XY modes. Due to its importance, only the XY mode will be considered here. According
to the Bloch theorem, the elastic displacement can be written in the following form:

~u ~rð Þ ¼~u~k ~rð Þei~k�~r ; (4)

where k¼(kx, ky) is the wave vector limited to the first Brillouin zone of the repeated
lattice. Due to the periodicity of the structure, the calculation can be performed on a
representative unit cell. The discrete form of the eigenvalue equations in the unit cell
can be written as

Figure 1. A two dimensional cross section of the spiral-based periodic structure arranged on a
square lattice.
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K � x2Mð ÞU ¼ 0 (5)

where U is the displacements at the nodes; K and M can be considered as stiffness and
mass matrices of the unit cell, respectively. With the Bloch-Floquet theorem, Bloch peri-
odic boundary conditions were applied on the boundaries of the unit cell:

~U ~r þ~að Þ ¼ ~U~k ~rð Þei~k�~a : (6)

The eigenvalue equation associated with XY mode was solved with finite element
modeling using Comsol MultiphysicsVR software under the periodic boundary condition.

3. Numerical results and discussions

Figure 2a shows the calculated band structure of a square array of spiral shaped tung-
sten inclusions in silicon matrix, where the lattice constant a is 40mm. The Young’s
modulus, Poisson ratio and density of the silicon matrix are E¼ 4.1� 106 GPa,
�¼ 0.021, and q¼ 1280 kg/m3 as a background material. The Young’s modulus, Poisson
ratio and density of the tungsten material are E¼ 3.6� 1011 Pa, �¼ 0.27, and
q¼ 17800 kg/m3, respectively.
The inset in Figure 2a shows the first Brillouin zone and high symmetry points. It is

apparent in the calculated band structure that nine wave modes are contained in the
frequency range from 0 to 2.5 kHz. Within the nine modes, absolute bandgaps are
clearly seen in Figure 3. The first gap locates between the third and fourth mode and
ranges from 0.49 kHz to 1.21 kHz, with a gap width of 0.72 k Hz. The second gap is
located between the fourth and fifth band, ranging from 1.28 kHz to 1.31 kHz. The
band gap width is 0.03 kHz. The third gap is located between the fifth and sixth band,
ranging from 1.41 kHz to 1.35 kHz. The band gap width is 0.06 kHz. The fourth gap is
located between the sixth and seventh band, ranging from 1.44 kHz to 1.67 kHz. The
band gap width is 0.23 kHz. The fifth gap is located between the eighth and ninth band,
ranging from 1.72 kHz to 1.74 kHz. The band gap width is 0.02 kHz. The sixth gap is
located between the eight and ninth band, ranging from 1.77 kHz to 1.88 kHz. The band
gap width is 0.11 kHz. The seventh gap is located between the ninth and tenth band,
ranging from 1.92 kHz to 1.97 kHz. The band gap width is 0.05 kHz. The eighth gap is

Figure 2. Elastic band diagram of infinite PnCs composed of spiral-based array of tungsten inclusions
in silicon matrix. The lattice constant is a¼ 40mm. Density of states (DOS) calculated for the 2D pho-
nonic crystal system.
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located between the tenth and eleventh band, ranging from 2.02 kHz to 2.17 kHz. The
band gap width is 0.15 kHz. The ninth gap is located between the eleventh and twelfth
band, ranging from 2.39 kHz to 2.45 kHz. The band gap width is 0.06 kHz. It is evident
that significant band gaps are available at low frequencies. The appearance of these
absolute bands at low frequencies is due to the complexity of the medium.
DOS calculation was carried out by sampling k-points in the two dimensional Brillouin

Zone. A sum of all bands over all frequencies yields the density of states as a function of fre-
quency. DOS calculations are particularly important since some physical properties, such
as thermal conductivity and specific heat, can be modified by changing the phonon density
of states in a phononic crystal. They provide insight into both microscopic and macro-
scopic properties. Figure 2b shows the calculated DOS states as a function of frequency.
The location and gap width of these gaps are corresponding well with the result in
Figure 2a and b, validating the numerical results of the band structure calculations.
The refraction as well as reflection characteristics of the composite can be best under-

stood by introducing a three-dimensional frequency-graph. The corresponding frequency-
graphs are called the dispersion surfaces of the elastic waves, as are shown in Figures 3a
and 4a. The dispersion surfaces are also known as equi-frequency surfaces (EFSs) and they
are all related to the eigen modes contained inside the unit cell. The EFS can be formed by
calculating all the allowed Eigen modes by varying the k vectors inside the entire first
Brillouin zone. Each point through the entire surface is a result of the possible eigen solu-
tions that consist of all the allowed wave vectors in the first Brillouin zone.
To understand the isotropic or anisotropic propagation of elastic waves in PC, the

equi-frequency contours (EFCs), were calculated at selected frequencies. By definition,
the contours of constant frequency along the kx and ky wave-vector plane are called
equi-frequency contours (EFCs). The contour shapes are non-circular in Figures 3b and
4b, which mean anisotropic phase velocity of the elastic waves. Therefore, the non-cir-
cular contours indicate different directions of phase and energy velocities. Near the X
point, the allowed wave vector changes a curvature, and becomes virtually a circle.
Hence, this contour shows a negative refraction effect.
Figure 4b shows that the EFCs are far from being a circle for the entire fourth band,

indicating a strong anisotropy. Since the gradient of the frequency x with respect to the

Figure 3. The dispersion, x(k), relation (a) and the equi-frequency contours for the third mode (b) of
the square PC, calculated for all k-vectors in the first Brillouin zone.
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wave vector k is the group velocity, the orientation of group velocity vectors is always
perpendicular to the EFCs. Therefore, for a range of incident wave vectors, the energy
of the modes will propagate with group velocity, and it is aligned in the increasing x(k)
direction. Elastic waves propagate with diffraction in the curved regions of the EFC. In
Figure 4b the allowed wave vector shifts into a different shape, and the center is not
located on the C point. That is, there is a change in the curvature near the X and M
points. The reverse change in curvature is due to inhomogeneous medium. When the
contour shows a change in curvature, the self-collimation, prism and lens effects can be
observed. For nearly flat regions in the figure, self-collimation effect takes place.

4. Conclusion

We considered a new anisotropic design of solid elastic metamaterials to study wave propa-
gation. A series of numerical simulation for the full waveforms of elastic waves was per-
formed in the frequency domain in order to investigate the band gap characteristics of the
proposed PC structure. The modal behavior was utilized to understand the elastic wave
propagation in a confined spiral configuration. Spatial filtering of frequencies through the
system was found. It is found that significant band gaps are available at low frequencies.
The appearance of these absolute bands at low frequencies is due to the complexity of the
medium. It must be noted that the filling ratio for the composite system is small. For such a
small filling ratio, noticeable pass-bands were obtained at low frequencies.
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